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 High Density Housing - 
Solutions? 

 
High Density on the High Ground           Eight 

Inc., 2006  

The Monotony of High 

Density 

These winding streets of identical houses 

do nothing to break up the monotony of 

the asphalt.  The out- skirts of Denver 

are a good example of the runaway 

sprawl of... more  

 
Highlands Ranch, Outskirts of Denver, CO 

   HABITAT 67  

Habitat 67 is a housing complex and 

familiar landmark located in Montreal, 

Canada. The complex was built as part of 

Expo 1967 – one of the world’s 

 

largest universal expositions. Its strik- 

ing design was created by architect 

Moshe Safdie based on his master’s 

thesis... more Wayfaring habitat67 

 

Habitat 67 - St. Lawrence River, Montreal 

   Rokko Housing I, II, and 
III 

The sets of houses I, II and III are 

located in neighboring plots to each 

other, on Mount Rokko, on the slopes of 

the city of Kobe. The houses are built on 

the hill, following the slope. The first set 

is at the foot of the mountain, built on a 

hillside facing South where you can 

enjoy a great  

 

Architect: Tadao Ando - Kobe, Japan 

panoramic view of the port of Kobe and 

Osaka Bay. Rokko II complex is located 

on a site above and to the left of the first 

set, being four times higher. For the 

third is three times larger than... more 

Rokko Housing 
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Cycle Safe  

Modern Racks by CycleSafe offer a 

contemporary designs to promote cycling. 

Wittus  

For over 30 years Wittus has been importing 

Danish quality fireplaces/stoves to America. 

York Spiral Stair  

A beautiful synthesis of form and function, the 

York double helix staircase is not your typical 

spiral stair. 
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